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Summary
The MDI Photo Club sent this survey to the 120 people who are on the club mailing list. Fifty-
four of the people on the list were paid members for the 2015/2016 season. Forty-nine people
(40%) responded during the one week survey period from July 28 to August 5th 2016. Detailed
responses to the survey begin on the next page. A summary of the results follows.

 All but two respondents said they planned to join the club this year or were undecided.
This suggests that virtually all respondents have a strong interest in the club.

 74% of respondents characterized themselves as intermediate photographers (either
sophomore or junior). Ten people identified themselves as advanced.

 The responses to questions 3 and 6 indicate that people’s greatest interest is in learning
how to take better pictures and how to improve their photos in post processing. People
are less interested in peripheral photography topics.

 The responses to questions 4 and 5 suggest that only half the people are sure about
submitting photos for critique. 41% are unsure and the rest don’t plan to participate.

 The most common reason for not submitting critique photos is that the critique portion of
the meeting is too late in the evening. That response came from 8 people out of 21 that
answered question 5. The other responses to question 5 are a mixed bag, but still, it
seems that we don’t have a consensus on the value of and approach to critiquing.

 For those who plan to submit critique photos (24 people), most are looking for
suggestions on how to improve their shooting and post processing, and want to hear
what’s wrong with their photos technically or subjectively. This suggests that people who
participate in the critiques are seeking constructive criticism.

 77% of respondents like the optional monthly assignment.

 About half the people say they try to attend most outings. Top reasons for going on
outings of the 38 respondents to question 10 were shooting in places I don’t usually
shoot (90%), access to places I couldn’t visit on my own (84%), socializing (68%),
encourages them to get out and shoot more (66%), and learning from other
photographers (63%).

 By far, the top reason for not attending outings (72% of the 25 people who answered
question 12) was that the dates and time conflict with their schedule. The other reasons
were mixed and inconclusive. Top suggestions for improving the outings are having a
specific topic, a learning aspect, locations beyond MDI, more interesting locations on
MDI, and tying the outings to the previous meeting topic.
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1. Do you plan to be a Photo Club member this year?
(49)

 78% (38) – Yes
 18% (9) – Undecided
 4% (2) – No. Was a member, but won’t be this year
 0% – No, never been a member

2. How would you characterize yourself as a student of
photography? (49)

 37% (18) – Sophomore
 37% (18) – Junior
 20% (10) – Senior
 6% (3) – Freshman

3. What topics interest you most? (49)
 63% (31) – Advanced shooting techniques  e.g. time lapse photography, panorama

photography
 61% (30) – The art of "seeing" e.g. studying the masters, previsualization
 57% (28) – Advanced post-processing techniques
 45% (22) – Photography and computers e.g. file formats, backup strategies, jpg

compression settings
 45% (22) – Post-processing basics
 43% (21) – Lighting (natural and using modifiers or strobes)
 33% (16) – Memoirs - experiences and photographs of other photographers
 33% (16) – Printing
 33% (16) – Matting and framing
 29% (14) – Basics e.g. composition, exposure, subject, depth of field
 25% (12) – iPhone (Smartphone) photography and apps
 18% (9) – Topics related to photography e.g. history of photography, ethics
 16% (8) – Professional photography e.g. wedding photography, photojournalism
 12% (6) – Social media and online photo sharing
 6% (3) – Other

o How to choose equipment like tripods, lights, printers
o Photographing people, practice sessions with pros
o Digital storage/retrieval. Open positive discussion/reaction to photographs
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4. Will you submit photos for critique this year? (49)
 49% (24) – Yes
 41% (20) – Maybe
 19% (5) – No

5. If you don't submit photos for critique, tell us more (21)
 38% (8) – The critique portion of the meeting is too late in the evening for me
 19% (4) – The critique process is too formal
 19% (4) – I'll probably submit photos to Share instead of critique
 14% (3) – The critiques are not helpful
 10% (2) – I don’t think my photos are good enough
 5% (1) – The critique process is too informal (same respondent said process is too formal)
 5% (1) – I don’t submit any photos
 0% (0) – The critiques are intimidating
 48% (10) – Other

o Most good photos speak for themselves
o The critiques are helpful, there is always room for improvement, and another eye
o I shoot pictures that please me.  If I have it critiqued, I would never look at it the

same again and probably not enjoy it as much.
o I feel all discussion should be framed positively. I'd like to see lots of people

openly involved in an non-critical but helpful, enjoyable way.
o Critiques are too pro forma, go on too long
o Will not be able to join or attend meeting this year
o Just have to make it to the meetings...
o Don't know if I will be submitting any photographs
o Meetings too far for me
o I'm only on MDI 5 months/year

6. If you do submit photos for critique, what feedback is most helpful to you? (42)
 86% (36) – Suggestions on how I might have shot differently to get a better picture
 69% (29) – Suggestions on how to improve the photo in post-processing
 64% (27) – Learning things that are wrong from a technical perspective
 57% (24) – Hearing what people like about my picture
 52% (22) – Hearing about what people don’t like
 7% (3) – Other

o n/a
o I learn a lot from hearing comments about others' photos as well as mine
o I don't like either concept: wrong or right
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7. I would prefer to have my photos critiqued... (39)
 87% (34) – By everyone at the meeting
 13% (5) – Only by advanced photographers

8. Do you like having an optional monthly
assignment? (48)

 77% (37) – Yes, let's keep doing it
 13% (6) – No, get rid of it
 10% (5) – Other

o Agnostic
o Undecided
o I didn't make it to enough meetings this year to

say
o Don't care
o We should be able to share any kind of photo at any time as well

9. Do you participate in the outings? (48)
 48% (23) – I try to attend most of the outings
 29% (14) – I have been to a few outings
 23% (11) – I don’t attend the outings

10. If you participate in the outings, what do you enjoy
most? (38)

 90% (34) – Taking pictures in places or settings I don’t
usually shoot

 84% (32) – Access to places I could not visit on my own
 68% (26) – Opportunities to socialize with other members
 66% (25) – They encourage me to get out and shoot more
 63% (24) – Learning from other photographers
 8% (3) – Other

o I love the outings, do not stop them. The places I have been, I would not have
gone on my own. I have really enjoyed all the outings.

o I take more chances
o I'd like to learn from other photographers but haven't found that happening on

outings
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12. If you rarely or never attend outings, please say why (25)

 72% (18) – The outing dates and time conflict with my schedule
 12% (3) – The locations don’t interest me
 12% (3) – I don’t like taking pictures with other people
 4% (1) – I don’t learn anything
 0% (0) – I am not comfortable shooting with more experienced photographers
 32% (8) – Other

o I like taking photos with one or two others, not a large group
o Too busy.
o Life always seems to get in the way of the outings :(
o Life is busy
o Physical limitations
o Too far
o Busy schedule, lots of interests
o Away from Oct to June.

13. Which if any of the following would improve the outings? (41)
 54% (22) – A specific outing topic at a related location e.g. action photography, nature

photography, winter photography;
 49% (20) – Having a learning aspect like a demonstration or brief talk
 44% (18) – Locations beyond MDI
 37% (15) – Tying the outing to the previous meeting’s topic
 37% (15) – More interesting locations on MDI even if some longer walking/hiking is

required
 29% (12) – Having an advanced photographer designated to answer questions
 15% (6) – Other

o Night time photography
o I love staying on MDI for the outings. I have learned so much from all the

photographers at the outings. Everyone has been so willing to talk, and share.
o Let's talk about all the above
o I would LOVE having an advanced photographer to answer questions!
o Later in the day
o Some easier locations to reach. Less hiking sometimes

14. If there's anything you'd like to add, please write it here (12)
 I am looking forward to attending future meetings and outings.

 I am really going to come to more outings this year.  It would be good for me to learn to
take pictures with others.  The evening meetings are much harder for me.  Mostly the
driving after dark is really not good.
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 I've only been to one meeting but enjoy the email and have recommended the club to
several photographers and hope to participate more in the coming year.  Also, tried to
click that I would be happy to pay dues but that was the only bitten that wouldn't take my
input...

 I only made it to one or two meetings at the very beginning of the year, which is why I'm
uncertain about paying dues ahead of time.  I live on Islesford, which makes getting to a
Saturday outing almost impossible since I don't get to NE Harbor before 9a.   Tuesday
nights have had some difficulties as well.

 I would like to see how brave we can become and why some will not venture....

 MDI photo club: Keep up the good work. Thanks to all leaders who take time to help lead
and guide the membership.

 Thanks for doing this. I love the ideas you propose for outings.

 Thank you for maintaining this club.  It has help me maintain an interest in photography
since my accident and the subsequent physical limitations.

 I love the club!

 My responses are a bit negative, I realize. You guys try so hard to make it a valuable
experience. I guess I don't have time to devote the necessary effort. One problem is that
I'm an old-fashioned purist (I prefer black and white). It seems "post-processing" is the
norm now, meaning depending on Photoshop for what used to be done nu hand, either
through skill with the camera or in the darkroom (which I still have). I would like to see
computer-enhanced images treated as a separate subject. I also don't feel that we can
be honest at critiquing. Having attended several workshops at Rockport, I can attest that
we learn from negative comments just as well as from positive ones. This was
discouraged at your meetings. Also, meetings are very long...can't sit that long.

 Let's face it, we have an awesome club.  SO many have crashed and burned by now
and we seem to be moving forward adding to the clubs involvement in the community,
maturing as a group and responsive to its members.

There may be an opportunity to set aside time during the monthly meeting or prior to it
for specific skills development; say 30 - 45 minutes where we break into small groups to
work on specific skills.  A talk on post processing or night photography every once in a
while just isn't enough.  If there was someone willing to lead a topic at each meeting,
probably before the meeting, then we could advance all our skills faster.  It's a big
commitment I know.  We certainly have many skilled members that could help.

Another thought would be to add an additional component to the critique where a
member or two a meeting presents a series of recent photos they have been working
on and to talk about them and then get feedback.  This way we could talk about
our process, perspective, inspiration, etc. while getting feedback that may help
inform further creativity and expression.
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 It's wonderful to have a place to go to share photography. It would be nice if there were
more informal small group discussions so everyone could get involved and feel
comfortable about it.  I have taken many, many photographs and do not know what to do
with them--some suggestions for that might be useful. You all do a wonderful job and I
am grateful for your dedication and work. Thank you.  I have slacked off in the past
years and am not taking many photographs unfortunately but I hope to get re-involved.


